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the go! from natura sound therapy is the perfect travel-friendly and
portable white noise machine. this compact device simulates nature
sounds to create a soothing, calming bedroom environment. plug in
and forget. leave on and go. the portable design allows you to take it
on the road, share a romantic dinner with your partner, or even play it
at your child's baseball game. high-quality white noise is designed to
help you relax and fall asleep at night. the ultimate sleep machine
from natura sound therapy can help you get a quality night's rest,
while avoiding the side effects of sleeping pills. the ultimate sleep
machine, valued at $299.95, contains the white noise algorithm, a
clock, a motion sensor, two aaa batteries, and an ac adapter. from the
makers of the world-famous dohm, comes the acclaimed natura sound
therapy 3, a new piece of quietness technology designed for people on
the go. take the self-sleeping water sound machine with you as a
portable quietness tool. this included dcor piece connects to your pc
using an audio cable and offers an intuitive interface to get you set up
and ready to have some really good sleep. no need to hook it up to
power, the philips sound machine is completely self-sufficient. using
just the power from its cigarette lighter, the philips sound machine is
able to run continuously for up to 8 hours on a single charge,
delivering a steady stream of high-quality noise-reducing white noise.
the warranty period starts on the date of purchase as stated on your
proof-of-purchase and expires at the end of the period indicated in the
section warranty period below. if you require service but you lost your
proof-of-purchase or the retailer is unknown to philips (e.g. a seller on
an on-line auction channel), the warranty period shall be deemed to
have started three months from the date of manufacture indicated on
the product or derived from the serial number. if you require service
for products without production date or serial number on the product a
valid proof-of-purchase is required.
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The sound generators include a counting feature to monitor the total
hours of audiosound exposure and compliance over a specified time-
period. The counting feature is triggered at the beginning and at the
end of the given time period, and resets back to zero as soon as the
time period is over. The counting feature can be accessed and set at

each study visit by the study audiologist. The sound generators have a
programmed pre-set time of use of three hours per day, which may be

adjusted as needed. In order to check compliance, the study
audiologist will re-visit the study participants at 6-month intervals and
check the total number of hours used. If there is more than one study
participant at a given visit, the study audiologist will separate the two
into different rooms and program the two systems so that they do not

interfere with one another. The individual study participants will be
given to instructions on how to use the sound generator at the start of
the study, and will be instructed to use the sound generator at least

3hours per day. The study participants will be instructed to return the
sound generator and to self-report total time of sound therapy use by
daily self-monitored diaries. If an individual study participant fails to

comply with the sound therapy protocol, the study audiologist will step
in to assist the study participant in compliance. Compliance with the

sound therapy protocol by the study participant (that is, the success of
a given study participant to use the sound generator for more than

three hours per day) will be monitored by (a) the study audiologist re-
visiting study participants on a monthly basis to check compliance; (b)
self-reported diaries of compliance; and (c) continuous monitoring of
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the sound therapy total hours used by the sound generators.
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